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The Palestinians 

The Prime Minister asked to see on her return a paper 
on the origins and present character of the "Palestinian people" 
and the validity of their claim to statehood. I enclose a 
paper setting out the international, legal and historical 
background. This has been seen and approved by trie Secretary 
of State. The Prime Minister may also be interested in the 
comments of Sir A Parsons on the paper; these are also attached. 

Lord Carrington's view is that the rights of this issue 
cannot be determined on historical and legal grounds alone. 
It is a matter for political decision whether we should 
recognise the right of the Palestinian Arabs to be considered 
as a people entitled to self-determination and, if they so 
choose, political independence. International opinion is 
increasingly united in holding that this is a necessary pre
condition for any comprehensive settlement of the Arab/Israel 
conflict. The case is a good one on its merits and we risk 
isolation in Europe and at the UN if we oppose it. 

The question of timing is difficult to resolve. Lord 
Carrington would like our overall policy towards the Palestinians 
and PLO to be properly considered by OP as soon as possible in 
September. However, we face the possibility that at the Security 
Counci1 debate on Palestinian rights due to be resumed on 
23 August . we may be confronted by a resolution endorsing the 
Pal estinians' right to self-determination. It is not possible 
to forecast at this stage the final shape of such a resolution 
and the voting intentions of others, particularly the Americans. 
We abstained on the last occasion (in January 1976) when a 
comparable resolution was debated. 

If we vote in favour this time, we shall undoubtedly incur 
strong criticism from the Israelis and their supporters in this 
country: any recognition of the Palestinians is anathema to them, 
as the attached telegram makes clear. We might also find ourselves 
separated trom the Americans. The Israelis are pressing the US 
hard not to make any move toward the Palestinians, with the implicit 
threa"F~~that such a" move could block the autonomy negotiations and 
the implementation of the Egypt/Israel treaty. President Carter 
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has reiterated his opposition to an independent Palestinian 
State in terms that suggest the US would veto a new resolution 
which provided for self-determination. On the other hand, US 

/ officials (see Washington telegrams and 2255. attached) 
may see advantage in UK and European simnnrt for such a 
resolution if it can help secure a commitment by the PLO to a 
negotiated settlement. We should certainly expect the US 
Administration to lobby us against a resolution if they had 

| decided to veto; but there is no sign at present that it would 
\ provoke a major row if we were to vote in favour. 

If acceptance by the Security Council of the Palestinian 
right to self-determination could secure unequivocal PLO 
acceptance of Israel's right to exist within the boundaries 
foreshadowed in Resolution 242, and given the strength of the 
claim of the Palestinians to self-determination, Lord Carrington 

believes that our attitude should be positive. 
Certainly we should be in an invidious position if we had to 
abstain amid general support for the Palestinian cause, including 
that of France and the two Western non-permanent members , a 
position which could not easily be retrieved later. He therefore 
recommends that we should try to delay the debate if possible; 
but that if a vote is taken in the Security Council before the 
issue can be properly considered by O D , we should be prepared 
to vote in favour of a moderately-worded resolution even if it 
endorsed Palestinian self-determination. 

Lord Carrington would be grateful for the Prime Minister's 
confirmation that we should proceed on these lines. Our 
eventual vote in the Security Council will necessarily depend 
on the wording of the Resolution and the result of bargaining in 
New York. The Prime Minister will be committed before a final 
decision is taken, but this may be at very short notice. 
Meanwhile it would greatly facilitate the work of the Mission 
and strengthen our hand if it could be confirmed that we could 
. if for Palestinian self-determination if the overall resolution 

were well balanced and the PLO fully committed thereby to a 
negotiated peace with Israel. 

(j S Wall) 
Private Secretary 
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